TCF Project/Lesson Plan Concept

R. Sommese / Fairgrounds Middle School Nashua, New Hampshire

How I plan to bring Turkish culture to my students:

Students should be able to:

1. Use library and internet sources to gather historical and geographical facts, and apply it to Map Study assignment.
2. Guided Practice: Explain Map It! assignment
3. Independent Practice: Use library and internet sources to gather historical and geographical facts
4. Check Understanding: Map It! Rubric check
5. Review: Sources gathered- historical and geographical facts

What is Geography?

1. What is geography?
2. What are two things that interest Geographers?
   •
   •
3. What two reasons might make people choose a particular place to build a city?
   •
   •
4. What is there about a place where you live that might make people decide to live there?

What is a Region?

✓ Read and Answer Questions based on reading – political map of Turkey – color code physical regions of Turkey
✓ Turkey Map and Questions

Landscape of Turkey

➢ Tell what geographic factors united Turkey
➢ Describe the major landforms and bodies of water existing in the Middle East

Climate & Resources of Turkey

➢ Concept Mapping: Geography and the Environment
➢ Guided Reading
➢ Chart Climate and Resources
➢ Map Skills
   ✓ Reading a Map of Turkey and the Middle East
   ✓ Locate 20 countries in the Middle East
Turkey Source Book

1. **Research/ note taking/Outline**
   ✓ Pre-write– 20 facts/details (Specific Source Information)
   ✓ Read chapter on Turkey - then make list of SSI
   ✓ Set up Into Paragraph – Topic Sentence, SSI, and Conclusion
   ✓ Write Paragraph about selected chapter
   ✓ **Focus Correction Areas:**
     - FCA #1 TS WITH History IN IT (20PTS)
     - FCA #2 5-7 CS / SSI (60PTS)Foundation Class
     - FCA#2 6-8 CS/SSI (60 Pts) Extension, and Honor Classes
     - FCA #3 SPELLING WORDS – 2WORDS (20PTS)

2. **Research/ note taking/Outline**
   ✓ Set up– Body Paragraph #1 History
   ✓ Title: History of Turkey

3. **Research/ note taking/Outline**
   ✓ BODY PARAGRAPH #2 People
   ✓ Title: People of Turkey

4. **Research/ note taking/Outline**
   ✓ BODY PARAGRAPH #3 Attractions
   ✓ Title: Attractions of Turkey

5. **Research/ note taking/Outline**
   ✓ Conclusion
   ✓ Historical Importance of Turkey’s History and its People

---

**Resources:**

- Computer Lab
- Licensed Web Sites – example: *Discovery, ARCGIS*
- Maps
- Guided Reading Material
- GIS Application – *Goggle World, ARCGIS*
- Historical Inquiry Method – *Library of Congress-Primary Documents -SCIM-C*